International Scholar Short-Term Graduate Teaching Program
at
Tsinghua University

1. General.
Tsinghua University has been the number one engineering university of China for as long as her founding history since 1911. In the last twenty years, Tsinghua University expanded to many other fields including business, journalism, social sciences, humanities and liberal arts, sciences, arts and craft and law, which makes it a truly multidisciplinary university today. To strengthen the colleges’ program, the International Cooperation Office and the Graduate School jointly funded the International Scholar Short-Term Graduate Teaching program. The objective of the program is to enrich the graduate courses program of the different colleges.

2. Conditions of the Program
   1) The offered course must be jointly prepared by the applying international scholar and the respective department sponsor at Tsinghua University;
   2) The total teaching hours should be at least 16 course hours;
   3) The international scholar must spend at least one week at Tsinghua University;
   4) The size of class must be at least 10 students;
   5) The sponsoring department must assign a faculty member to attend class with the students.

3. How to Apply and Submission of Application Materials
The interested applicant must contact Dr. Chonghua Zhang at least six month before the class begins. Most of the UF faculty members are likely to start classes around May 10, 2016. You should contact Dr. Chonghua Zhang before November 1, 2015. Please provide your curriculum vitae and list of graduate courses you taught before. Dr. Zhang will put
you in contact with the sponsoring department of Tsinghua University, if the sponsoring department is interested about your background and would like to engage further discussion with the applicant directly. Final decision will be made around early February of 2016.

4. **Funding for Travel and Allowance**

1) **International Travel.** Round trip ticket between Gainesville, Florida and Beijing, economy class;

2) **Room and Board.** RMB600 per day according to the actual days spend at Tsinghua University, but not exceeding 10 days;

3) **Class Subsidy.** RMB200 per class.